
Downs Maintenance Report 

The football trailer breakdown was a bit of major event in the period since the last report.  Widely 
misreported as a tractor breakdown, not being able to provide football for two weeks seemed to 
open up a bit of a social media firestorm of criticism. Mainly focused on why we could not continue 
with the operation with another bit of kit.  It did serve to highlight how unique within the UK that 
the whole operation is.  A bit of research revealed to me that there are four sites within the UK with 
a similar amount of pitches in one place ( Downs Inc ). However the other three put their posts up in 
September and leave them up until May. So we are unique within the UK and therefore our trailer is 
also unique. It is a bespoke manufacture designed to carry out a specific function and therefore to 
think as many did, that we would have another suitable trailer within BCC Parks fleets was a little 
misguided and hopeful.  We are back operational now and I am sure that the whole issue will 
become yesterday’s news very quickly.  

Bristol Downs league have been able to reconfigure their fixtures satisfactorily and I am working 
with Bristol University to find suitable dates that we can accommodate the two Wednesdays that 
were lost.  

Winter scrub and tree related work has now finished until the Autumn. We are just finishing up 
repainting the last of the benches that were cleaned this Winter. Next we’ll be looking towards re-
commencing mowing activities for another Summer.  Speaking of the Summer, we are looking at 
another busy year of event activity and I look forward to welcoming Funderworld onto site on March 
25th to commence their build. Obviously Funderworld are a returning event so need less support in 
the build-up but I am in ongoing site meetings and email exchanges with Bristol Pride to facilitate 
their smooth planning for their new home with us in July.  

Meetings are also ongoing regarding the Leisure Loop proposals. It has been useful for us to get out 
to the site so I can better illustrate some of the operational realities and issues that may arise from 
installing the loop. Discussions and meetings are ongoing towards a decision from this committee at 
some point.  

I assisted Mandy Leivers  with another well attended Meet the Avon Gorge Goat Keeper event a few 
weeks back. It was preceded by an interview with Radio Bristol about the project. Keeping the 
profile of the project high is important, although judging by the content of a Radio 4  piece sent to 
me by Councillor Alexander, we clearly need to up our game and start producing a range of Goat 
related souvenirs which seem to be selling well for Norfolk County Council and their grazing herd ! 

The preparatory works for the new ice cream concession have begun and are ongoing. 

Hopefully Ian Johnson, Francis and I have concluded our discussion’s around the new lighting 
proposal on Observatory Hill. Ian has agreed to remove the third unit out in the open on the hill. Just 
two units will now be installed ( subject to DC approval ). Both within the tree cover as you proceed 
up before coming out onto the hill.  Details of these amends can be seen in this report.  

 

 



 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 

It has come to my attention that the area outside the Retreat Café and the dressing rooms has 
become a bit of a car park. Having met with Gayle Tate who runs the Café we are concerned that 
there could be some sort of incident especially given the proximity to the Stoke Rd cycle route.  I am 
going to have some no parking signage put up there ( probably mounted on the wall of the dressing 
rooms ). In addition I am getting the cycle route markings that were faded repainted along with 
some other road markings. Hopefully in this way we can stop this unauthorised parking before some 
type of collision happens. 
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Lighting on Path proposal – Clifton Observatory  
On behalf of The Clifton Observatory we would like to add additional lighting to the path 
leading down from The Observatory to the main road.  We are specifically looking at the 
dense wooded section of the path that is dark for pedestrians to walk back to the main road 
on an evening after leaving The Observatory.   

Therefore we would like to propose the following:-  

• Proposed to use matching lamps to those already existing on The Downs to ensure 
in keeping with the area. 

• The lamps would be spaced in line with the current lights – 30 yards apart. 
• Clifton Observatory will cover the costs and implementation.  
• Location – path ½ - at 30yard intervals, up to the intersection with path 5 (see below) 

– so no lighting on the top section 
• Historic and Natural England sign off – see in this document. 
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Lighting on Path proposal – Clifton Observatory  
Consent from Historic England – Email 
 
 
From: Barge, Melanie [mailto:Melanie.Barge@HistoricEngland.org.uk]  
Sent: 05 December 2017 11:57 
To: Ian Johnson <ian@sixdegs.com> 
Cc: Souter, Samuel <Samuel.Souter@HistoricEngland.org.uk> 
Subject: RE: Observatory - Path to the Observatory 
 
Dear Ian 
 
Sorry for the delay in getting back to you on this.  I’ve discussed it with Samuel and 
we have no concerns, it looks like a good solution.  The works will need scheduled 
monument consent but the archaeological contractor will know this and be able to 
apply on your behalf.  Are you still looking to use Wessex? 
 
All the best 
 
Mel Barge (Ms)  
Inspector of Ancient Monuments  
Planning Group 
29 Queen Square, Bristol, BS1 4ND 
Direct Line: 0117 9751300  Mobile: 07795 665657 
 
https://historicengland.org.uk/southwest 
Follow us on Twitter at @HE_SouthWest 
 
For the first time ever, you can now share your knowledge and photos on the nation's list of 
historic buildings and places www.historicengland.org.uk/ETL #ListEngland 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
  

mailto:Melanie.Barge@HistoricEngland.org.uk
mailto:ian@sixdegs.com
mailto:Samuel.Souter@HistoricEngland.org.uk
https://historicengland.org.uk/southwest
http://www.historicengland.org.uk/ETL
http://www.historicengland.org.uk/
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Lighting on Path proposal – Clifton Observatory  
Location of existing lighting  
 

 

 

 

The above is Path 1 in yellow on the below diagram. 
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Lighting on Path proposal – Clifton Observatory  
Location of existing lighting  
 

 

 

 

The above is Path 1 in yellow on the below diagram.  We propose to use the like for like 
lamps and matching the spacing of the above lighting. 
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Lighting on Path proposal – Clifton Observatory  
Proposed location of additional lighting  
 

The above proposed lighting locations are highlighted as above and located on Path 5 & 6 
on the below diagram.  We propose to use the like for like lamps and matching the spacing 
of the lighting already in place in this area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Below are 

Light 1 

Light 2 
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images of where we propose the lighting would be situated, relating to the above points on 
the map. 

1. Light 1 - On the corner on the grass verge by the path to the children’s play area 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Light 2 – Behind the bench, on the curve, going down the hill 
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Lighting on Path proposal – Clifton Observatory  
Detailed works to be carried out for installation 
 

TBC 



Summary of activities of the Avon Gorge and Downs Wildlife Project education 
programme 
Although it’s a relatively quiet time of year in terms of events, we engaged with 436 people 
through the education programme. This included: two talks; one guided walk; two courses; 
one children’s holiday event; a lecture to one higher education group and three talks to 
community groups. Unfortunately snow meant that a talk we were due to give to the 
Parkinson’s Society had to be postponed until later in the year. We have also been busy 
booking in school educational visits for the spring and summer terms. 
Bristol Museum and Art Gallery confirmed that the funding was in place for us to 
collaborate with them on the ‘Botany without Boundaries’ project. This is our Audience 
Development Plan (ADP) project for 2019 and involves working with a group of older Asian 
ladies from an organisation called Dhek Bhal. Through this project we will introduce the 
women to the plants of the Avon Gorge and Downs, and explore the ways in which people 
throughout history have collected, preserved and displayed plants in herbaria and through 
botanical illustration. The project will include tours of the Museum, the University of Bristol 
Botanic Gardens and the Downs. There will also be workshops for the women to have a go 
at creating botanical art, as well as collecting plants and pressing them to prepare 
herbarium sheets. The project will culminate in a display at the Museum where the 
participants will be able to share the skills they have learnt with visitors. 
As part of the ADP we also visited ‘Off the Record’ (an organisation that supports young 
people with mental health challenges) to meet with their Nature Works Co-ordinator. 
Together we discussed preliminary ideas for projects. We agreed that one of them, ‘Nature 
in the streets’ should be taken forward and that we should look for funding to start this 
project in 2020. 
The Granny Downs Tree Trail was completed. Created as a collaboration between the Avon 
Gorge & Downs Wildlife Project and the Friends of the Downs and Avon Gorge (FOD+AG), 
the trail encourages participants to visit an under-explored part of the Downs and find out 
about 17 trees along the way. The initial research for the trail was carried out by the late 
Richard Bland and has been finished in his memory. The trail will be officially launched on 
12th April. The Downs’ Team and FOD+AG volunteers carried out management works to free 
up some of the trees featured on the trail. 
Work is underway to create a new website for the Avon Gorge & Downs Wildlife Project. 
This is a big but essential piece of work as the current one is no longer fit for purpose. 
Together with FOD+AG, we held a very successful volunteer day on the Downs for 
employees of OVO Energy. The group re-built some of the dead hedges that protect the 
main meadow on the Downs from trampling by runners. In the afternoon we took them for 
a guided walk. It was great to have an opportunity to show their staff the special wildlife of 
our site and to tell them about the projects that their funding* has made possible. We are 
grateful to the FOD+AG team for guiding the volunteers in the dead hedging and to the 
Downs’ team for providing the materials and tools.  
(*The OVO Foundation had given us a generous donation, supporting programmes such as 
the Wild Adventures Project and the Downs Challenge and funded the development of the 
Granny Downs Tree Trail and the project website.) 
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